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Network Performance 
Monitoring
9:00～10:30 



Network Performance  
- Overview -  

1. E2E performance Problem
2.E2E Performance Measurement by Iperf

Iperf Instration
Run Iperf in Laboratory 
Run Iperf over TEIN2 netwokrs

3.Introduction of NDT(Network Diagnostic Tool)
4.E2E Performance Measurement by NDT

Iperf Instration

5.Monitoring and Finding Method of Packet Loss 



Cause of E2E performance 
problems

•Hardware performance
•TCP window size
•R/W buffers 
•NIC speed
•Application

•Degradation of circuit / 
link
•Network congestion
• failed or heavily-loaded 
equipment
•Unexpected routing

Host Network

•Identify the problem and resolve it.
•Show user that there isn’t any problem 
on the network.

NOC’s Action

*Problems  inquired 
   at APAN Tokyo XP NOC

Packet
•Loss
•Reorder
•Delay

Substantial problem



Checking network status
STEP 1  Route & Delay

Check the route and the delay
(Both L2 and L3)

For TCP, calculate the theoretical throughput 
based on the RTT and the window size. Then,  
check that it’s more than the required 
throughput. 

STEP 2  Bottleneck
Check the maximum bandwidth of the circuits 
and links on the path
Check the available bandwidth

Looking at the usage graphs (MRTG, RRDtool,,,,) 



Checking network status(cont.)
STEP 3  Load 

Check the system load of the equipments on the 
path

CPU, Memory,

STEP 4  Interface counter
Check the error counters of the interface of the 
network equipments on the path 

Errors, Discards, Drops, SONET alarms ,,etc

There are some cases can not be identified by 
checking the status of the network equipments

=> Measurement



Typical Cases
Queue overflow

Configuration
The switch with a small buffer is used 
at following point 

a) Saturation point
b) Bandwidth conversion point

Overview
Data transfer by TCP
Even if there is little background traffic, 
outbound queue overflow is occurred at 
above point by burst traffic such as TCP. 
Overflow packets are not shown at the 
interface counter on several switches

a)

b)

1G

10G 1G

5G

Time

Bp
s 10G/5min detail

TCP

It is important to understand these bottleneck 
point and to design the best network!



Using tools – Iperf + BWCTL
Iperf – A network performance measurement tool
BWCTL - A command line client application and a scheduling 
and policy daemon that wraps Iperf  

Measurement

Performance Problem

ServerClient

Iperf
+BWCTL

Performance
Measurement

Portable
Iperf + BWCTL



Measurement (cont.) 
Iperf(BWCTL)

STEP 1  Identification
Measure the network performance hop-by-hop
Identify the suspect part

STEP 2  Measurement by UDP
Measure the UDP throughput performance by increasing the 
bandwidth gradually (10Mbps, 100Mbps,,,) 
Check the available bandwidth, packet loss and reordering

STEP 3  Measurement by TCP
Measure the TCP throughput performance with the window 
size for BDP(Bandwidth Delay Product)
Measure the TCP throughput performance by Increasing the 
window size gradually
Check the TCP throughput performance and the tolerance for 
bursty traffic



Lesson 1
Standard Iperf Test

Iperf PC/MacOS
(Bring by Tanaka)

Iperf PC/Linux
(Bring by Tanaka)

10/100/1000Base-T Layer2 
Switch Prepared by AIT

Console PC for Layer-2 Switch 
Prepared by AIT

UTP/Category-6
Prepared by AIT

UTP/Category-6
Prepared by AIT

UDP/TCP 100Mbps -> 1Gbps Throughput Test

Server/Client Server/Client



Able to "memory to memory“ transfer to remove disk IO 
influencing the results

Client and server can have multiple simultaneous connections 

Supporting IPv6 , Platform : UNIX systems / Windows / 
Mac OS

Current Version: Iperf 2.0.4 

http://sourceforge.net/projects/iperf

Install on each PC

Lesson 2
Iperf Installation 

http://sourceforge.net/projects/iperf
http://sourceforge.net/projects/iperf


Lesson 3
Congestion by bottleneck

Iperf PC/MacOS
(Bring by Tanaka)

Iperf PC/Linux
(Bring by Tanaka)

GigE
1000Base-T

FE
100Base-T

GigE
1000Base-T

10/100/1000Base-T Layer2 
Switch Prepared by AIT

UTP/Category-6
Prepared by AIT

UTP/Category-6
Prepared by AIT

UTP/Category-6
Prepared by AIT

10/100/1000Base-T Layer2 
Switch Prepared by AIT



Lesson 4
Congestion by Cross Traffic

Iperf PC/MacOS
(Bring by Tanaka)

Iperf PC/Linux
(Bring by Tanaka)

Iperf PC
(Installed by Apprentice)

10/100/1000Base-T Layer2 
Switch Prepared by AIT

UTP/Category-6
Prepared by AIT

UTP/Category-6
Prepared by AIT

UTP/Category-6
Prepared by AIT



Lesson 5
Iperf Test on Shared & Long-Distance network

TEIN2 Networks

Bangkok, Thailand

Tokyo, Japan
ThaiREN

TEIN2-JP

APAN-JP

AIT

RTT 115msec

Iperf PC
(Installed by Apprentice)

UniNet



NDT(Network Diagnostic Tool)
NDT Test between Thailand and Tokyo

NDT is a java applet which was developed to test the 
reliability and operational status of your desktop computer and 
network connection. It does this by sending data between your 
computer and this remote NDT server. These tests will 
determine:

The slowest link in the end-to-end path                                         
(Dial-up modem to 10 Gbps Ethernet/OC-192)

The Ethernet duplex setting (full or half);
If congestion is limiting end-to-end throughput

It can also identify 2 serious error conditions:
Duplex Mismatch
Excessive packet loss due to faulty cables

http://e2epi.internet2.edu/ndt/

http://e2epi.internet2.edu/ndt/
http://e2epi.internet2.edu/ndt/


Lesson 6
NDT Test on Shared & Long-Distance network

TEIN2 Networks

Bangkok, Thailand

Tokyo, Japan
ThaiREN

TEIN2-JP

APAN-JP
NDT server

AIT RTT 115msec
Web Form

http://nms1.jp.apan.net:7123/
Current: TCP Only

Uninet

http://nms1.jp.apan.net:7123
http://nms1.jp.apan.net:7123


Points on Network Performance 
Monitoring

There is a limit to the NOC operator can monitor and measure the 
network performance over end-to-end user path 
It is important to performance measurement test among backbone 
NOCs so that isolate the bottleneck point, whether backbone or access. 

In case of backbone, NOC operator see and check the counter on 
routers/switches 

Errors, Discards, Drops, SONET alarms, CPU, buffer, Duplex ,,,

Not to be overlooked is the spec of media-converter and local switch
Low-cost, low performance

The performance degradation by circuit quality requires time for 
problem resolution

Communication among NOCs and users, grasping the traffic pattern and 
measuring the performance are important to resolve E2E performance 
problems



Multicast Routing Operation 
10:45～12:30 



1. Set up DVTS system in laboratory 
2.Deploy site-wide/intra-domain IP multicast

1) Turn on multicast on access routers
2) Enable multicast interface(PIM & IGMP)
3) Configure the RP(Rendezvous Point)
4) Configure PIM snooping on internal switches     

3.Deploy inter-domain IP multicast
1) Configure multicast on the border router
2) Set up MBGP peering 
3) Create and MSDP peering 

4.DVTS test over IPv4 multicast between AIT and 
TokyoXP/OTC office

5.Check the performance and monitoring multicast 
routing

Procedural Step of DVTS on 
IPv4 multicast

Today’s Target!



We will look at how multicast domains can be 
interconnected to get multicast connectivity throughout 
the R&E nets

Many networks don’t support multicast, so multicast often 
needs to be routed differently from unicast.

BGP is used for setting up peerings to route unicast between networks
If you use BGP, you may need MBGP (Multiprotocol BGP)
If you use only static unicast routes, you are fine with just static multicast 
routes

Each domain typically uses their own RP for all groups
Each RP only knows about sources in its own domain
To get connectivity between domains, MSDP is used so that RPs learn 
about sources in other domains
This is not needed for SSM to work between domains (no RPs)

Inter-domain 
Multicast Routing 



TEIN2 Networks

Bangkok, Thailand
Source Address:?? 

Tokyo, Japan
Source Address:?? 

ThaiREN

TEIN2-JP

APAN-JP

AIT

Uninet

Current Network Topology
for The Workshop 

MBGP

PIM-SM

MSDP

MBGP

Multicast Group Address
???



PIM-SM Routing
PIM-SM (PIM Sparse Mode, RFC 2362)

Does not flood
Works with a sparse population of receivers, scales much better

PIM-SM is by far the most commonly used protocol today
PIM-SM makes use of a so-called Rendezvous Point where 
sources and receivers meet
All routers in the network agree where the RP is for a 
group

Hosts and receivers do not need to know where the others are.
Trees, at least initially, pass through the RP

Routers must have:
Multicast routing enabled
PIM on interfaces where they face one another
IGMP on host interfaces
Note that on some routers, incl IOS, you need to enable PIM on host 
interfaces to get IGMP



Also essential to configure RPs
All routers in the domain must agree which RP to use for a group. May 
have just one RP for all, or different RPs for different ranges
RP routers must be configured to be RPs 
Other routers must know the addresses of the RPs for the different group 
ranges

One common way, and perhaps the best, is to just statically 
configure the RP address(es) on each router

RP addresses can be configured as additional loopback interfaces on routers 
and announced as host routes into the routing table
You can then move the RP without configuring all the routers
Anycast-RP (RFC 3446) allows failover between multiple RPs
Today using MSDP (see later)

PIM-SM Routing (Cont.)

S
Source

Receivers

R
R

Rendezvous Point

Multicast Traffic
PIM Join Messages
PIM Register Messages



Lesson 1
PIM Routing Operation

There are some specific commands you can use to 
view the PIM state on the router(S)

Look at the PIM interfaces
Look at the PIM neighbors
Check RP information
Show how router is doing RPF
Look at the multicast routing table

A little difference in JUNOS and Cisco IOS, but 
have the same meaning



Originally BGP supported just IPv4 unicast
Multi-protocol BGP (RFC 2858) may have AFI (Address Family 
Identifier) IPv4/IPv6 and for those, SAFI (Subsequent AFI)

SAFI = 1 for unicast, 2 for multicast, 3 for both

For a peering one may configure IPv4/IPv6 unicast/multicast 
separately with different policies
Multicast routes used for RPF

Sometimes in addition to unicast routes
One may also sometimes translate unicast routes into multicast

Recommend only using multiprotocol BGP
Whenever unicast BGP between multicast networks exists; enable multicast 
peering if multicast connectivity is desired
Try to avoid tricks like translation or unicast routes for RPF

Note that you only need to worry about this if you have BGP 
peerings to networks you want to have multicast connectivity with
We sometimes talk about multicast BGP, meaning multiprotocol BGP 
for exchanging multicast routes

Multi-protocol BGP(MBGP)



Lesson 2
MBGP Operation

Now we check the BGP status on 
TEIN2-JP Cisco Router
APAN-JP Juniper Router

You can check for example
Multicast routes
Multicast neighbors



MSDP (RFC 3618) sets up a mesh of MSDP peerings between 
domains

Usually between MBGP pairs using the same addresses for the end-points
Internal MSDP peerings can be set up if the RP is not where the external 
peerings are terminated
Internal peerings also allow multiple RPs for the same group
Used for anycast-RP

When an RP learns a new local source:
Sends a Source Active (SA) advertisement
SAs are flooded through the mesh of MSDP peerings to other RPs
SAs may optionally contain data packet
SAs are cached
RPF is used to prevent loops

If an RP knows of sources within other domains, it can 
construct Shortest Path Trees (SPTs) to them when a local host 
joins the group

MSDP
Multicast Source Discovery Protocol



MSDP
Multicast Source Discovery Protocol

S

RP

RP

RP

RP

RP

Register

R

MSDP Peering
Source Active
Shortest Path Tree (＊,G)-join



Lesson 3
Checking MSDP Status

We can check the peering status on both TEIN2-
JP(Cisco IOS) and APAN-JP(JUNOS) routers
Overall
By peer
Statistics Counts



Lesson 4
Load Test by Cross Traffic

UniNet & TEIN2

Networks

DVTS 35Mbps

Iperf(UDP) 30Mbps ~ 50Mbps

1. Check the quality of DVTS streaming
2.Find the packet loss point on all over E2E path

Bangkok, Thailand
Source Address:?? 

Tokyo, Japan
Source Address:?? 



Points on Inter-domain 
Multicast Routing

Multicast trouble-shooting of is more difficult than that of Unicast 
Routing
There is only so much intermediate NOC can monitoring,

Reverse Path, Multicast routing table, MBGP, MSDP
Multicast operation is necessary to have close relations to end-user 
in debugging
The multicast monitoring tools in NOC is very useful for debugging 
and information-sharing

dbeacon
(Alternative McastBeacon),

ssmping looking glass Router Proxy


